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Mechanical drawings done by Leonardo da Vinci reflect the first attempts to visualize viable flying machines.

BEGINNING OF FLIGHT
“ONCE YOU HAVE TASTED FLIGHT, YOU WILL FOREVER WALK THE EARTH WITH YOUR EYES
TURNED SKYWARD, FOR THERE YOU HAVE BEEN, AND THERE YOU WILL ALWAYS LONG TO
RETURN.”
—Leonardo da Vinci (1452–1519)

A Cambodian stamp depicting a da Vinci design.

From mythological Icarus, whose man-made wings led him too close to the sun, to
Leonardo da Vinci, whose designs for flying machines were way before their time, human
beings have always dreamed of flying. Not until 1903 did this become a reality when the
Wright Brothers—Orville and Wilbur—took to the skies in their homemade airplane. As
momentous as that flight was, it lasted less than a minute. It took another five years for
Wilbur Wright to demonstrate a plane capable of sustained flight. It is hardly surprising
that a mere six years later, at the outset of World War I, aviation was still rudimentary at
best.
In 1914, there was considerable debate over whether aircraft could be an effective tool of
war. In previous conflicts, cavalry had been the first choice for gathering reconnaissance.
Since cavalry was proving too vulnerable against the enhanced weaponry of twentiethcentury armies, it seemed planes fitted with cameras would be a far more viable
alternative—and were they ever. Both sides found reconnaissance planes so effective at
pinpointing enemy positions that neither side could gain an advantage. The result was an
utter stalemate in the trenches.
As the war progressed, innovations to aircraft resulted in an increasing number of battles
in the air. In 1916, German planes were far superior to those flown by any of the allied
countries, and this shifted the power to Germany. It became increasingly important to
destroy those spies in the skies. A new plane was needed to bolster the Allies’ airpower.

SYMBOLS
Edge
Existing crease
Valley fold
Mountain fold

View from here
Fold in front

Fold behind

Fold and unfold
Hidden lines

Crimp
Equal parts reference

Rotate

Sink / Squash / Push

Turn over

Open
Repeat steps on this side

Magnify

Close up detail next
Pleat
Reference point
Reference for orientation
Curl

Cut down to size

BASIC FOLDS AND BASES

Preliminary Base

Waterbomb Base

Kite Base/fold

Petal fold

Rabbit-ear fold

Inside Reverse fold

Outside Reverse fold

Closed Sink fold

Squash fold

Swivel fold

Open Sink fold

Pleat fold

Spread Squash fold

Crimp fold

SOPWITH CAMEL
“TO AFFIRM THAT THE AEROPLANE IS GOING TO ‘REVOLUTIONIZE’ NAVAL WARFARE OF THE
FUTURE IS TO BE GUILTY OF THE WILDEST EXAGGERATION.”
—Scientific American, July 16, 1910

The British Sopwith Aviation Company had been working around the clock to produce a
superior fighter plane. In 1916, the company rolled out the prototype for the first Sopwith
Camel. Designed by Herbert Smith, the plane was made of wood, braced with steel. In
June of 1917, the small, lightweight aircraft entered the war as part of the No. 4 Squadron
of the Royal Naval Air Service near Dunkirk, France. The plane more than delivered on its
promise. By February of 1918, thirteen British squadrons of RFC (Royal Flyer Corps) had
been fully equipped with Sopwith Camels, participating in battles over the Eastern and
Western fronts.
The Sopwith Camel was the first British fighter plane to be fitted with two machine guns.
Mounted side by side directly in front of the cockpit, they were attached to
synchronization gear that enabled the pilot to fire bullets through the spinning propellers.
To prevent the guns from freezing at higher altitudes, they were overlaid with a metal
covering that gave the plane its camel-like hump, and hence, its name.
The Camel, however, had a serious drawback. It was so difficult to fly that more pilots lost
their lives during training than in actual combat. Weight distribution was the main
problem. Most of the weight, including the engine, pilot, guns, and fuel, was concentrated
in a seven-foot section of the airplane. In the hands of a novice, the forward center of
gravity coupled with the gyroscopic effect of the rotary engine and turning propellers

caused the plane to spin out on takeoff more often than not.
What the Camel lacked in operational ease, it more than made up for in maneuverability.
In close-knit air-to-air combat, called “dogfights,” the same torque that caused instability
on takeoff enabled the Camel to turn on a dime, changing its direction almost
instantaneously. By the end of the war, the Camel was credited with shooting down a total
of 1,294 enemy aircraft—accounting for more Allied victories than any other plane.
Naval ships carried portable versions of the Sopwith Camel that allowed the wings to fold
up and the tail section to come off for easier storage. Another experimental model featured
downward mounted guns that fired through the floor of the plane. This allowed the pilot to
strafe enemy trenches while keeping the plane level as he flew at high speeds over the
battlefield.

Wooden propeller and guns on a Sopwith Camel fighter plane

SOPWITH CAMEL
by Marc Kirschenbaum

BODY

1
Start with 8”x8” paper. Valley fold in half and unfold, twice.

2
Valley fold, aligning tips to the center crease.

3
Valley fold, aligning outer edges to the center crease.

4
Valley fold.

5
Valley fold, creasing about one-third from both edges.

6
Valley fold, aligning outer edges, and unfold.

7
Valley fold, aligning outer edges to center crease, and unfold.

8
Mountain fold, aligning creases from previous two steps, and unfold.

9
Mountain fold between the ends of the creases from previous step and unfold.

10
Rabbit-ear fold, aligning to crease from previous step. Pre-crease as necessary.

11
Valley fold, aligning outer edge to center crease, while squash folding the top section.

12
Valley fold flap out along its hinge.

13
Valley fold flap to the right along its hinge.

14
Repeat Steps 11–12 on the opposite side.

15
Sink fold.

16
Inside reverse fold, exposing a small triangular section.

17
Valley fold the small triangular section into the model.

18
Turn over.

19
Valley fold at angle bisectors and unfold.

20
Raise long flap upward, collapsing the existing creases of the top section similar to a Waterbomb Base.

21
Valley fold long flap downward.

22
Unfold underside layers.

23
Valley fold, raising flap.

24
Valley fold, as indicated, pivoting the lower tip.

25
Tuck the flap underneath the left layer.

26
Valley fold, as indicated, pivoting the lower tip.

27
Valley fold as indicated.

28
Valley fold in half, aligning the lower flaps. Rotate.

29
Valley fold, aligning lower edge to existing crease, and unfold.

30
Valley fold at angle bisector and unfold.

31
Inside reverse fold using the end of the crease from previous step as a guide.

32
Valley fold the flap along its hinge.

33
Open and squash fold.

34
Valley fold, aligning edges, while squash folding the corner.

35
Valley fold the flap along its hinge.

36
Squash fold in the same manner as done in Step 33.

37
Valley fold, aligning edges, while squash folding the corner.

38
Valley fold the flap along its hinge.

39
Rabbit-ear fold using existing creases.

40
Open and squash fold.

41
Open the layers outward.

42
Shape the body and make the propellers three-dimensional.

The completed Sopwith Camel’s Body

UPPER WINGS

1
Start with two sheets of 8”x8” paper. Valley fold each sheet in half and unfold, twice.

2
Valley fold each sheet, aligning tips to the center crease.

3
Valley fold each sheet, aligning tips to the center crease. Unfold only the right sheet.

4
Align the tip of the sheet on the right with the center of the left sheet.

5
Valley fold two overlapping layers at angle bisector.

6
Valley fold two overlapping layers at angle bisector.

7
Valley fold flap along its hinge.

8
Valley fold, aligning top and bottom edges to center crease, and unfold.

9
Valley fold the sides.

10
Valley fold, as indicated, and unfold.

11
Valley fold, aligning top and bottom edges to center crease, and unfold.

12
Valley fold, aligning outer edges with center crease.

13
Valley fold top layer, incorporating a squash fold on both sides.

14
Valley fold top layer, incorporating a reverse fold on both sides.

15
Valley fold top layer, incorporating a squash fold on both sides.

16
Valley fold downward while inserting small triangular Tab A into Pocket B on both sides.

17
Mountain fold top layer, incorporating a reverse fold on both sides.

18
Valley fold, tucking into the pocket.

19
Valley fold outward as indicated.

20
Open and squash fold.

21
Raise the flap, making it stand upright.

22
Repeat Steps 19–21 on opposite side.

The completed Sopwith Camel’s Upper Wings

LOWER WINGS

1
Start with 8”x8” paper. Valley fold in half, and unfold.

2
Valley fold at angle bisectors.

3
Turn over.

4
Valley fold upward.

5
Rabbit-ear fold, lowering the newly formed flap to the right. Pre-crease as necessary.

6
Mountain fold, aligning crease with the reference point.

7
Turn over.

8
Raise the tip, aligning right edge, creating a 90-degree angle.

9
Valley fold, aligning crease with underside edge.

10
Unfold, reverting back to Step 8.

11
Repeat Steps 8–10 on opposite side.

12
Unfold.

13
Unfold.

14
Valley fold, aligning tip to the reference point.

15
Collapse, as indicated, using existing creases.

16
Rabbit-ear fold using existing creases.

17
Open and squash fold.

18
Petal fold. Pre-crease as necessary.

19
Sink fold the flap formed from the petal fold into the model.

20
Valley fold as indicated.

21
Valley fold tips outward and squash fold the center.

22
Inside reverse fold the protruding flaps.

23
Pleat fold each flap.

24
Swivel fold each flap, distributing the layers so that a pocket forms along the right edge of the flap.

25
Valley fold flap along its hinge.

26
Inside reverse fold.

27
Valley fold toward the right and squash fold the top section.

28
Mountain fold along the edge, thinning the section.

29
Sink fold.

30
Valley fold the top layer downward.

31
Mountain fold the tip, completing the shaping of the wheel.

32
Raise the flap, making it stand upright.

33
Repeat Steps 25–32 on opposite side.

34
Turn over.

35
Valley fold the flap to the left.

36
Valley fold, aligning tip to the center crease.

37
Open and squash fold.

38
Raise the flap, making it stand upright.

The completed Sopwith Camel’s Lower Wings

ASSEMBLY

1
Insert tab from the Lower Wing into the slot of the Body.

2
Place the Upper Wings onto the Lower Wings.

3
Turn over.

4
Tuck four protruding tabs of Upper Wings into the Lower Wings, wrapping around as necessary.

5
Turn over.

The completed Sopwith Camel
Note: Glue as necessary to hold the model together.

FOKKER DR.1
“AIRPLANES ARE INTERESTING TOYS, BUT OF NO MILITARY VALUE.”
—Ferdinand Foch

World War I gave rise to a new kind of war hero—the “Ace” fighter pilot. To qualify for
this distinction, a pilot had to have shot down five or more enemy planes. Demonstrating
outstanding skill and legendary bravery, Aces were portrayed in the media as modern-day
knights, who jousted for supremacy 20,000 feet in the air.
Chief among these Ace pilots was the legendary Manfred von Richthofen, famously
known as the “Red Baron.” Considered the world’s best fighter pilot among his peers, von
Richthofen achieved his last nineteen air victories while flying a Fokker Dr.1.
While it’s generally conceded that the Sopwith Camel and the Fokker Dr.1 were the finest
fighter planes to emerge from the Great War, it’s interesting to consider which of these
rivals had the edge. The forerunner of the Sopwith Camel was the Sopwith Triplane,
commonly known as the “Tripe.” Its designer gave the Tripe a third wing to maximize lift
and maneuverability. Although the Tripe handled extremely well, it possessed design
flaws that caused the company to discontinue it. Unaware of its flaws, but extremely
impressed with the way the Tripe handled in the air, German commanders commissioned
designer Anthony Fokker to design their own triplane, the Fokker Dr.1.
Aware that stability makes a plane more difficult to handle in a dogfight, Fokker settled on
a design that would sacrifice stability for agility. He made the Dr.1 as unstable as feasibly
possible while retaining just enough stability for the pilot to keep some control. With this
in mind, Fokker designed the wings of the Dr.1 perfectly straight—to give the plane
maximum maneuverability or roll—a decided advantage in a dogfight, as long as the pilot
had sufficient daring and skill. Roll was the element most prized by the Dr.1’s most
famous fan, the Red Baron.
The Sopwith Camel might have had problems with instability on takeoff, but it was more

stable in the air than the Fokker Dr.1. Instead of being straight, the Camel’s bottom wings
were dihedral, meaning they turned upward at a slight angle. If the Camel started to roll,
the slight upturn enabled the lower wings to compensate by generating more lift than the
top wings, preventing the plane from spinning out of control. It is that very stability,
however, that made it slightly less effective than the Fokker Dr.1 in a dogfight.
In combat, height is a great advantage. By adding a third wing, Fokker boosted the plane’s
lift—enabling it to climb faster than the Sopwith Camel.
When it came to durability, the Fokker Dr.1 had a distinct advantage over the Sopwith
Camel as well. The Camel, held together by an exposed nest of intertwining metal braces,
was extremely vulnerable. If a stray bullet were to pierce just one of the braces, the whole
structure would suffer, collapsing the wings and the fuselage with them.
In spite of its durability, maneuverability, and lift where the Fokker Dr.1 had the Sopwith
Camel beat, visibility was another matter entirely. Pilots of the Dr.1 were never afforded a
360-degree view from the cockpit because it was hard to see past the German planes’ thick
wings. A pilot’s ability to assess his surroundings was essential. Noise from their own
engines made it impossible to hear an approaching enemy plane, so pilots had to turn their
heads constantly to survey their surroundings. One of the reasons that World War I pilots
wore silk scarves around their necks was to keep their necks from chafing.
Throughout the war, aeronautical engineers turned out increasingly powerful engines so
the planes could fly faster and higher. Toward the war’s end, planes were reaching speeds
of a hundred miles per hour and flying higher than twenty thousand feet. A cardinal rule of
aeronautics is that the faster a plane flies, the harder it is for it to push air out of its way.
This principle is known as drag. Put simply, increased speed equals more drag. Increased
mass adds to drag as well. Here again, the Fokker Dr.1 was at a disadvantage. The number
of short, thick wings that increased its agility also added to its drag. In contrast, the
Camel’s thinner dual wings made for less drag and more speed, enabling it to beat its rival
by fifteen miles per hour.
The overall supremacy of the Sopwith Camel over the Fokker Dr.1 is reflected in the
number that was produced. During the course of the war, 5,490 British Sopwith Camels
were built, compared to just 320 of the German Fokker Dr.1.

FOKKER DR.1
by Marc Kirschenbaum

BODY

1
Start with 8”x8” paper. Fold in half twice, as indicated, and unfold.

2
Valley fold, aligning tips to the center crease.

3
Valley fold, aligning outer edges with center crease.

4
Valley fold.

5
Valley fold, creasing about one-third from both edges.

6
Mountain fold in half.

7
Inside reverse fold, lowering tip to opposite side.

8
Valley fold, as indicated, and unfold.

9
Valley fold at angle bisector using crease from previous step, and unfold.

10
Valley fold as indicated.

11
Open and squash fold.

12
Valley fold the flap to the left.

13
Outside reverse fold using existing creases. Inner flap should remain inside.

14
Inside reverse fold so that a small portion protrudes.

15
Inside reverse fold.

16
Crimp fold while unfolding the long flap.

17
Mountain fold as indicated.

18
Valley fold outer edges to center crease, and unfold.

19
Valley fold, as indicated, pivoting the upper tip.

20
Tuck the flap between the layers on the right.

21
Valley fold, as indicated, pivoting the upper tip.

22
Valley fold as indicated.

23
Repeat Steps 28–42 from the Sopwith Camel’s Body instructions.

The completed Fokker Dr.1’s Body

ASSEMBLY
Along with the Fokker Dr.1’s Body component, follow the instructions for Sopwith
Camel’s Upper Wing to create an additional two components and one Sopwith Camel
Lower Wing component for assembly.
During assembly of the Fokker Dr.1, the two Sopwith Camel Upper Wings will stack on
top of the Sopwith Camel Lower Wing. As a result, one of the Upper Wings will constitute
the Middle Wing.

1
Assemble the Fokker Dr.1 Body, Sopwith Camel Upper Wing, and Sopwith Camel Lower Wing together in the same
manner as the Sopwith Camel.

2
Place the remaining Upper Wing on top of what will become the Middle Wing.

3
Tuck the four protruding tabs on the Upper Wing around the Middle Wing, wrapping around as necessary.

4
Turn over.

The completed Fokker Dr.1
Note: Glue as necessary to hold the model together.

THE SPIRIT OF ST. LOUIS
“OUR MESSENGER OF PEACE AND GOODWILL HAS BROKEN DOWN ANOTHER BARRIER OF TIME
AND SPACE.”
—President Calvin Coolidge on Charles A. Lindbergh’s extraordinary solo transatlantic
flight in 1927

As the Great War progressed, improvements in aeronautic design led to an ever-increasing
demand for more planes. It resulted in a huge surplus of planes and pilots when the war
was over. In the minds of the public, planes were closely associated with dogfights and the
dropping of bombs. Further reinforcing the danger factor, ex-army pilots continued to
make a living by staging “barnstorming” events where they performed daring aerial stunts
for crowds of awestruck fans. At this time, the idea of using aircraft for commercial flight
was still premature.
In 1918, not wanting its investment to go to waste, the United States Congress decided to
try something new. They merged the United States Mail Service with the Army and began
charting airmail routes. The first flight left on May 14th, 1918. At this time, mail had to be
transferred to railroad cars at the end of each day since airplanes could not yet fly in the
dark. The army solved this problem in 1921 when it erected rotating beacons to guide
planes at night. By 1925, the U.S. Post Office fleet was delivering 14 million letters a year.

Charles Lindbergh

Flying one of those old army planes was a young airmail pilot named Charles Lindbergh.
He had acquired a passion for aviation as a boy after hearing about the daring exploits of
WWI fighter pilots. As he flew his route from Pittsburg to Chicago, Lindbergh dreamed of
winning a $25,000 prize that had been offered to the first person to fly nonstop from New
York to Paris. Several aviators had already vied for the prize, but none had succeeded. Six
had died in the attempt.
Lindbergh was not deterred. In fact, he was certain he could win. All he needed was the
right plane. After persuading nine St. Louis businessmen to back him, he approached the
Ryan Aeronautics Company with his ideas. Eager for the publicity, the company promised
to deliver a plane in sixty days for $6,000.
Built for the purposes of this flight alone, Lindbergh’s plane would be developed from the
standard Ryan M2 model, a single engine monoplane. Lindbergh would be involved in all
aspects of the plane’s design, adapting it with the modifications necessary to achieve his
goal. Just 27 feet, 8 inches in length, Lindbergh wanted a small streamlined plane stripped
of frills to maximize the capacity for the 450 gallons of fuel it would carry. Lindbergh
named his plane the “Spirit of St. Louis” after the hometown of the businessmen who
backed him.
At last, the day arrived. On the morning of May 20th, 1927, Lindbergh set off from
Roosevelt Field, Long Island, to make his historic solo flight across the sea. The journey
would be 3,610 miles. A crowd of nearly a thousand people gathered to cheer him on.
Battling a barrage of obstacles including bad weather and fatigue, his main problem was
staying awake.
Thirty-three and a half hours later, “Lucky Lindy” as he would later be called, touched
down at Le Bourget Airport, just outside of Paris. The first person to fly non-stop over the
Atlantic from the United States to Europe, Lindbergh was greeted on the tarmac by a
delirious throng of well wishers eager to witness a moment in history. Lindberg became an
instant international hero, who from that day forward, would be revered wherever he went.

THE SPIRIT OF ST. LOUIS
by Seth Friedman

BODY AND WINGS

1
Start with 8”x8” paper. Valley fold in half and unfold.

2
Valley fold at angle bisector and unfold.

3
Fold in half diagonally, create pinch mark at the edge, and unfold.
Note: Do not crease the entire length of the fold.

4
Valley fold, aligning crease between the bottom tip and pinch mark, and unfold.

5
Fold, creating a pinch mark between reference points, and unfold.
Note: Do not crease the entire length of the fold.

6
Valley fold, aligning crease between the tip and pinch mark, and unfold.

7
Valley fold, aligning the crease to where existing creases intersect, and unfold.

8
Mountain fold along the edge and unfold. Then unfold the flap, reverting back to Step 7.

9
Repeat Steps 7–8 on opposite side.

10
Mountain fold, as indicated, and unfold.

11
Collapse upward, similar to a Preliminary Base. Rotate.

12
Valley fold at angle bisectors and unfold.

13
Valley fold, as indicated, and unfold.

14
Petal fold using creases from previous two steps.

15
Valley fold the flap created from the petal fold downward. Turn over.

16
Valley fold at angle bisectors and unfold.

17
Petal fold using creases from previous step.
Note: The model will not lie flat between Steps 17–19.

18
Step 17 in progress. The outer edges will lie over the petal fold.

19
Flatten the raised tip.

20
Valley fold top flap downward.
Note: The model should now lie flat.

21
Valley fold at angle bisectors and unfold.

22
Valley fold along the center crease and spread squash fold the top section.

23
Fold the flap back to the left while incorporating a rabbit-ear fold.

24
Repeat Steps 22–23 on opposite side.

25
Valley fold between reference points.

26
Valley fold two layers to the right.

27
Valley fold, aligning edge to crease. Crease firmly.

28
Unfold.

29
Close sink fold using creases from Step 27.

30
Valley fold two layers to the left.

31
Repeat Steps 26–30 on opposite side.

32
Crimp fold the front and back layers.

33
Redistribute the layers by separating them so none are locked together, as shown.

34
Repeat Steps 32–33 on the opposite side.

35
Detailed view to follow.

36
Swivel fold, pivoting the layer to the left.

37
Valley fold, as indicated, and unfold.

38
Swivel fold, pivoting the layer to the right.

39
Valley fold, as indicated, and unfold, reverting back to Step 36.

40
Mountain fold where the creases intersect.

41
Valley fold the sides while mountain folding the top section.

42
Rabbit-ear fold, aligning long creases to edges underneath.

43
Inside reverse fold.

44
Turn over.

45
Valley fold, narrowing the flaps, while reverse folding the middle.

46
Valley fold, aligning tips.

47
Valley fold as indicated.

48
Swivel fold.

49
Repeat Steps 47–48 on opposite side.

50
Valley fold, narrowing the tail. Raise the tail fin and unfold the layers near the head, making the model three
dimensional.

The completed Spirit of St. Louis’s Body and Wings

LANDING GEAR AND PROPELLER

1
Start with 4”x4” paper. Fold in half, diagonally and horizontally with indicated creases, and unfold.

2
Collapse, drawing three tips downward …

3
… and flatten into the Preliminary Base.

4
Valley fold at angle bisector and unfold.

5
Valley fold at angle bisector and unfold.

6
Valley fold at angle bisector and unfold.

7
Inside reverse fold, twice.

8
Inside reverse fold once more.

9
Repeat Steps 4–8 on remaining three flaps.

10
Valley fold at angle bisector and unfold.

11
Spread squash fold the top section using creases from previous step and squash fold the layers within.

12
Turn over.

13
Spread squash fold the top section and squash fold the layers within.

14
If the pattern only appears on one side, as shown above, then fold two layers to the opposite side on the front and back.

15
Valley fold, lifting the two flaps upward along respective hinges.
Note: Ensure entire model is oriented as shown.

16
Valley fold, aligning edges with existing creases.

17
Valley fold, roughly at the quarter mark between the outer tip and center.

18
Spread out the layers near the tip.

19
Establish mountain fold using creases formed from previous step as a guide.

20
Mountain fold, rounding the tips.

21
Repeat Steps 17–20 on opposite side.

22
Mountain fold in half. Rotate.

23
Inside reverse fold, roughly at the quarter mark between the outer tip and edge.

24
Inside reverse fold adjacent flap, as done in previous step.

The completed Spirit of St. Louis’s Landing Gear and Propeller

BACK

1
Start with 4”x4” paper. Valley fold in half diagonally twice, and vertically once, and unfold.

2
Valley fold, aligning outer edges to center crease.

3
Mountain fold as indicated.

4
Mountain fold at angle bisectors.

5
Valley fold at angle bisectors, allowing underside flaps to flip out.

6
Mountain fold so that sides stand upright.
Note: The model will not lie flat.

The completed Spirit of St. Louis’s Back

ASSEMBLY

1
Insert the Body and Wings section into the pocket of the Back.

2
Swivel fold, allowing for the mountain fold creases to shape the Back.

3
Position the Landing Gear and Propeller underneath the nose.

4
Mountain fold the corners of the wings and open the propellers.

The completed Spirit of St. Louis
Note: Glue as necessary to hold the model together.

DOUGLAS DC-3
“WHEN EVERYTHING SEEMS TO BE GOING AGAINST YOU, REMEMBER THAT THE AIRPLANE TAKES
OFF AGAINST THE WIND, NOT WITH IT.”
—Henry Ford

In the years following Lindbergh’s famous transatlantic flight, the airplane industry would
undergo many changes. During those years, most airports were little more than barren
fields. In 1927, the Ford Airport in Dearborn, Michigan, became the first airport terminal
to feature a waiting room and ticket office, setting the stage for more airports to follow its
lead.
To attract passengers, planes needed to overcome safety issues as well. Nothing called
greater attention to that fact than the 1931 crash of TWA’s flight 599. On board that flight
was beloved Notre Dame football coach, Knute Rockne, whose death would initiate a
period of national mourning, and a reassessment of safety regulations. Ironically, although
his death shone a spotlight on the dangers of flight, the crash contributed to improvements
that would eventually make air travel the safest form of travel.
Other changes were happening, too. Heavy water-cooled engines were replaced with
lighter air-cooled ones, thereby reducing a plane’s weight and increasing its speed.
Manufacturers came up with all-metal designs and aviation engineers developed more
advanced cockpit instrumentation, such as improved altimeters and compasses. A
particularly significant advancement was an innovative artificial horizon instrument—also
called an attitude indicator—that showed the pilot his position relative to the ground even
when hampered by poor visibility.

Military version of the Douglas DC-3

By 1935, a new, more passenger-friendly airplane would revolutionize commercial
airplane flight. It was the Douglas DC-3. Before the plane’s debut, the 25-hour flight from
New York to California was hardly worth the effort. Requiring the services of several
airlines and at least two plane changes including fifteen takeoffs and landings, a typical
flight took patience, forbearance, and stamina. With the Douglas DC-3, only three stops
were needed to refuel.
Pilots loved this plane designed by the talented aeronautical engineer Arthur Raymond.
Innovations to wing flaps, propellers, retractable landing gear, and the metal structure of
the fuselage combined to make the Douglas DC-3 the safest, most durable plane to date.
Capable of flying almost 1,500 miles, its range was more than double that of its
predecessors. Since it flew at altitudes of over twenty thousand feet, it could also fly above
most types of weather.
Not only was flight time reduced and safety drastically improved with the launch of the
DC-3, but passenger comfort was enhanced as well. Passengers were treated to threecourse meals while seated in plush reclining seats. The engines, which were mounted on
rubber insulators, were so quiet that passengers on board a DC-3 might not even be aware
of take off. Noise in the spacious 24-seat cabin was further softened by sound-absorbing
fabric throughout—covering interior walls, seat cushions, and floors. In the words of one
journalist writing about his experience, the flight was so enjoyable that “the journey
became the destination.”
At a time when commercial airplanes were dependent on government airmail subsidies,
the DC-3 proved that an airline could sustain itself on passenger fares alone. By the start
of World War II, almost all airplane travel in the United States and abroad was in Douglas
DC-3s.
The Douglas DC-3’s ability to take off and land on short runways made it indispensable to
the war effort. President General Dwight Eisenhower credited the military version of the
DC-3, known as the C-47, with being one of the most important factors in the Allies
winning the war.
At the end of the war in 1945, Douglas Aircraft had produced over ten thousand DC-3s,
accounting for ninety percent of all commercial planes on the globe. The popularity of
airplanes truly extended from sea to sea. A testament to its durability and dependability,
about 400 DC-3s are still flown commercially today.

DOUGLAS DC-3
by Jason Ku

BODY

1
Start with 8.5”x8.5” paper. Valley fold in half and unfold.

2
Valley fold, aligning outer edges to center crease.

3
Valley fold at angle bisectors and unfold.

4
Inside reverse fold using creases from previous step.

5
Valley fold the flaps downward.

6
Unfold the entire model.

7
Align lower edge to existing creases, create pinch marks at the edges, and unfold.
Note: Do not crease the entire length of the fold.

8
Valley fold, aligning lower edge to crease marks from previous step, and unfold.

9
Turn over.

10
Pleat fold using the creases from Step 2 for the mountain folds.

11
Turn over.

12
Valley fold at angle bisectors and unfold.

13
Inside reverse fold using creases from previous step.

14
Valley fold flap downward along its hinge, and unfold.

15
Inside reverse fold using creases from previous step.

16
Valley fold, aligning perpendicular creases, and unfold.

17
Valley fold flap, aligning edges.

18
Fold the layer behind the model.

19
Valley fold, aligning outer edges to existing crease, and unfold. Crease firmly.

20
Inside reverse fold each tip separately using creases from previous step.

21
Valley fold along existing crease and squash fold along the points indicated.

22
Valley fold at angle bisector and unfold.

23
Mountain fold using crease from previous step.

24
Valley fold vertically and unfold.

25
Mountain fold using crease from previous step.

26
Repeat Steps 21–25 on opposite side.

27
Detailed view to follow.

28
Valley fold along existing edge and unfold. Crease firmly.

29
Open sink fold using creases from previous step.

30
Repeat Steps 28–29 on opposite side.

31
Fold flaps on each side upward along respective hinges.

32
Valley fold the front flap downward again.

33
Expected results.

34
Squash fold along existing creases.

35
Valley fold, creasing between both sets of reference points.

36
Valley fold, aligning edges, and unfold.

37
Valley fold along existing creases.

38
Mountain fold behind using existing creases.

39
Lift along existing valley creases and squash fold.

40
Fold flaps outward along respective hinges.

41
Inside reverse fold using creases from Step 39.

42
Valley fold, aligning edges, and unfold.

43
Valley fold top and bottom edges to center.

44
Detailed view to follow.

45
Valley fold, aligning existing creases to edges, and unfold.

46
Valley fold, as indicated, and unfold.

47
Mountain fold, as indicated, and unfold.

48
Unfold, reverting back to Step 43.

49
Valley fold, aligning tips with edges, and unfold.

50
Valley fold along existing creases and unfold.

51
Pleat fold the right edge while valley folding the top and bottom edges, making the model three dimensional.

52
Detailed view to follow.

53
Rabbit-ear fold using the creases created in Steps 46–47.

54
Wrap the right edge around the rabbit ear formed in previous step while lowering the top edge to the center.

55
Valley fold as indicated.

56
Wrap the right edge around the rabbit ear formed in Step 53 while raising the lower edge to the center.

57
Pleat fold the right side while aligning the flap’s bottom edge to the model’s bottom edge.

58
Repeat Step 57 on opposite flap.

59
Expected results.

The completed Douglas DC-3’s Body

WINGS

1
Start with 8.5”x8.5” paper. Valley fold and unfold, twice.

2
Valley fold, aligning lower edge to center crease.

3
Valley fold, aligning edge to lower edge.

4
Turn over.

5
Valley fold in half.

6
Valley fold at angle bisectors and unfold.

7
Inside reverse fold using creases from previous step.

8
Valley fold, aligning top and bottom edges, and unfold.

9
Open sink fold using creases from previous step.

10
Turn over.

11
Valley fold flap along its hinge.

12
Valley fold, aligning edge parallel to bottom edge, leaving a small gap. Crease firmly.

13
Unfold, reverting back to Step 12.

14
Open sink fold using existing creases.

15
Detailed view to follow.

16
Valley fold, aligning edge to existing crease, and unfold.

17
Valley fold, aligning edge to existing crease, and unfold.

18
Valley fold, as indicated, and unfold.

19
Rabbit-ear fold using existing creases.

20
Valley fold, aligning outer edges, and unfold.

21
Close sink fold using existing creases.

22
Detailed view to follow.

23
Valley fold at angle bisector and unfold.

24
Valley fold at angle bisectors using the crease from the previous step as a guide.

25
Inside reverse fold using existing creases.

26
Inside reverse fold using existing creases.

27
Inside reverse fold using existing creases.

28
Repeat Steps 23–27 on adjacent flap.

29
Valley fold the protruding edge inside the model.

30
Valley fold by aligning outer edges, creasing firmly through all layers, and unfold.

31
Valley fold, aligning edge to existing crease, and unfold.

32
Valley fold along edge.

33
Valley fold, aligning existing creases.

34
Unfold one pleat.

35
Expected results.

36
Repeat Steps 11–34 on opposite side.

37
Valley fold, aligning existing edges as indicated, and unfold.

38
Pleat fold the sides while valley folding using the crease from the previous step.

39
Mountain fold corners on both sides.

40
Detailed view to follow.

41
Inside reverse fold center flap.

42
Fold the exterior flaps downward.

43
Expected results.

44
Detailed view to follow.

45
Inside reverse fold.

46
Expected results.

47
Repeat Steps 41–42 and Step 45 on opposite side.

The completed Douglas DC-3’s Wings

ASSEMBLY

1
Insert Body between the layers of the Wings.

2
Valley fold tips to existing creases.

3
Tuck remaining ends of flaps between the layers of the Wings.

4
Rotate.

5
Raise the middle flap so that it stands upright.

6
Twist the propellers, distributing them evenly.

The completed Douglas DC-3
Note: Glue as necessary to hold the model together.

SUPERMARINE SPITFIRE
“YOU NEVER LOSE THE BUZZ OF FLYING. EVERY TIME YOU TAKE OFF, IT FEELS A BIT NAUGHTY,
AS IF YOU’RE DOING SOMETHING HUMANS SHOULDN’T REALLY DO.”
—Matt Jones, Director of Boultbee Flight Academy, the only Spitfire school in the world.

The most famous of all World War II aircraft, the Supermarine Spitfire, was so glamorized
by the media that British children would excitedly point them out in the sky. Designed to
lay waste to Germany’s Luftwaffe’s fighter planes, this single-seat plane was used
extensively by the British Royal Air Force and other Allied countries throughout World
War II. Christening the plane with his daughter’s nickname, R.J. Mitchell—chief designer
at the Supermarine Aviation Works—had high hopes for the Spitfire. As it turned out, this
newest aircraft would more than live up to its creator’s expectations in terms of
performance and adaptability, allowing for more than twenty variants to the original
prototype throughout the war.
In the spring of 1940, France surrendered to Germany. Next on the Axis hit list was
England. Confident in Germany’s air superiority, Adolf Hitler ordered Hermann Goering,
the head of the Luftwaffe, to cripple the RAF to such an extent that it would be unable to
defend against an invasion. The Germans, however, had greatly underestimated the RAF
and its planes. The newly rolled-out Spitfire teamed up with the other superstar fighter
plane in the RAF arsenal, the Hawker Hurricane. While the Hurricane was most effective
against the heavy German bomber planes where low altitude and ruggedness were

required, the Spitfire could be counted on to decimate the bombers’ escort planes, where
higher speed and rate of climb were the deciding factors. If the Hawker Hurricane was the
workhorse of the RAF, the Supermarine Spitfire was the racehorse. Working in tandem,
these planes were able to cripple Luftwaffe, instead of the other way around.
After the Battle of Britain, the Spitfire replaced the Hurricane in importance, becoming the
mainstay of the RAF fighter command. The Spitfire was designed as a short-range, highperformance interceptor. It was also employed in photoreconnaissance missions as a
fighter-bomber and as a trainer. At first, a Rolls-Royce Merlin engine capable of
producing 1,030 horsepower powered the plane. The plane would soon prove that it was
strong and adaptable enough to take the even more powerful Rolls-Royce Griffon engine,
which was installed in 1941. Capable of producing 2,340 horsepower, the Griffon greatly
increased altitudes at which maximum power could be generated, reaching speeds just shy
of 500 miles per hour. More amazing still, the Spitfire could now climb at the dizzying
rate of 4,100 feet per minute.
The Spitfire had several other features that made it a superior fighter plane. Its distinctive
elliptical wing was so thin and lightweight that is could fly higher and faster than most
other fighters, including the Hawker Hurricane. This quality made it a formidable
interceptor. Once an enemy’s position had been identified, the pilot of a Spitfire could take
off in a flash and bring down bombers before they could approach critical target points
like airfields, major cities, or docks. Furthermore, its fuel tank was lined with a high-grade
rubber called Linatex that would keep it from leaking even after it had been shot through
with bullets, which prevented the plane from catching fire during combat.
As a reconnaissance plane, the Spitfire was stripped of weapons in favor of one or two
cameras and an extra fuel tank that could carry up to 247 gallons. There was also a
seaplane version of the Spitfire that featured two floats attached to the fuselage. Other
modifications included an extra blade added to the standard three-blade propeller, and an
extension of the ventral fin below the tail to compensate for stability compromised by the
twin floats.
In addition to the British front, the Spitfire was deployed in the Mediterranean, Pacific,
and South-East Asian theaters. By war’s end, twenty thousand Spitfires had been produced
—more than any other British aircraft.

SUPERMARINE SPITFIRE
by Jason Ku

BODY

1
Start with 8.5”x8.5” paper. Valley fold in half and unfold.
Orient the paper as shown.

2
Valley fold, aligning outer edges to center crease, and unfold.

3
Pleat fold using creases from previous step for mountain folds.

4
Valley fold at angle bisectors.

5
Detailed view to follow.

6
Squash fold.
Note: It may be easier to fold each side separately.

7
Valley fold flaps upward.

8
Turn over.

9
Valley fold flap downward, along its hinge, and unfold.

10
Valley fold, creasing through point where existing creases intersect.

11
Rabbit-ear fold, mirroring crease created in Step 10 on the left side.

12
Valley fold two flaps to the left along respective hinges.

13
Inside reverse fold the right tip.

14
Repeat Step 13 on remaining two flaps on opposite side.

15
Expected results.

16
Turn over.

17
Valley fold at angle bisectors.

18
Valley fold outer edges to the center.

19
Detailed view to follow.

20
Valley fold at angle bisectors and unfold.

21
Valley fold at angle bisectors using the crease from the previous step as a guide, and unfold.

22
Inside reverse fold using existing creases.

23
Inside reverse fold using existing creases.

24
Inside reverse fold using existing creases.

25
Repeat Steps 22–24 on opposite side.

26
Expected results.

27
Turn over.

28
Detailed view to follow.

29
Valley fold at angle bisectors and unfold.

30
Petal fold using creases from previous step.

31
Valley fold the top flap created from the petal fold downward.

32
Inside reverse fold, sinking the flap within the model.

33
Valley fold at angle bisectors and unfold.

34
Lift the top layer upward while collapsing the sides along creases from previous step.

35
Unfold, reverting back to Step 29.

36
Crimp fold both sides.

37
Lift along existing creases, freeing paper on the sides slightly, and flatten.

38
Valley fold the top edge downward. Crease firmly.

39
Close sink fold using creases from previous step.

40
Petal fold using existing creases.

41
Valley fold flaps outward to the side.

42
Valley fold flap downward along its hinge.

43
Expected results.

44
Mountain fold, aligning reference points indicated, and unfold.

45
Valley fold, as indicated, and unfold.

46
Pleat fold using creases from previous two steps.

47
Rotate.

48
Mountain fold in half.

49
Pivot the layers on the right side downward.

50
Detailed view to follow.

51
Crimp fold flap around layers underneath.

52
Spread out all four flaps evenly.

53
Fold the edges of each of the propellers, working clockwise.

54
Expected results.

The completed Supermarine Spitfire’s Body

WINGS

1
Start with 8.5”x8.5” paper. Valley fold in half and unfold, twice.

2
Align lower edge with center crease, create pinch mark at the center, and unfold.
Note: Do not crease the entire length of the fold.

3
Valley fold, aligning the edges to the pinch marks, and unfold only the bottom crease.

4
Valley fold, aligning edges.

5
Valley fold at angle bisectors and unfold.

6
Turn over.

7
Valley fold at angle bisectors and unfold.

8
Rabbit-ear fold using creases from previous step.

9
Pleat fold as indicated.

10
Unfold pleat fold.

11
Double sink fold, in both directions, using creases from pleat fold.

12
Squash fold, distributing the interior layers evenly.

13
Detailed view to follow.

14
Valley fold all layers, aligning edge to existing crease.

15
Move the inside layer to the front.

16
Unfold.

17
Outside reverse fold, slightly opening the model, wrapping one edge around.

18
Open where indicated, and squash fold, shifting layers to the left.

19
Valley fold top flap to the right.

20
Mountain fold each of the three tips backward.

21
Expected results.

22
Repeat Steps 14–21 on opposite side.

23
Valley fold flap over to the left.

24
Mountain fold, establishing the long edges at the angles indicated.

25
Valley fold flaps over to the right.

26
Mountain fold the long edges at the angles indicated.

27
Valley fold the flap so that it stands upright.

The completed Supermarine Spitfire’s Wings

ASSEMBLY

Insert the upright flaps of the Wings between the layers of the Body.

The completed Supermarine Spitfire
Note: Glue as necessary to hold the model together. Apply stickers as shown.

HUGHES H-4 HERCULES (SPRUCE
GOOSE)
“THE HERCULES WAS A MONUMENTAL UNDERTAKING. IT IS OVER FIVE STORIES TALL WITH A
WINGSPAN LONGER THAN A FOOTBALL FIELD. THAT’S MORE THAN A CITY BLOCK. NOW I PUT
THE SWEAT OF MY LIFE INTO THIS THING. I HAVE MY REPUTATION ALL ROLLED UP IN IT AND I
HAVE STATED SEVERAL TIMES THAT IF THE HERCULES FAILS TO FLY, I WILL PROBABLY LEAVE
THIS COUNTRY AND NEVER COME BACK. AND I MEAN IT!”
—Howard Hughes at one of his Senate hearings

Control panel from the Spruce Goose

Designed and constructed by Howard Hughes and his staff, nothing rankled him more
than hearing his flying boat called “The Spruce Goose.” Hughes felt that the name was an
insult to the plane’s builders who had constructed the plane out of wood to comply with
the military’s wartime restriction on using metal for anything other than weaponry.
Besides, the floating aircraft was not made of spruce at all; it was made out of birch wood.
The Hughes H-4 Hercules was built during World War II to fulfill the United States
government’s need to airlift large quantities of cargo to European and Pacific battlefields.
Sending supplies by ship had resulted in heavy losses when German U-boats torpedoed
them. The plane was five stories tall with a 320-foot wingspan—longer than a football
field. Weighing in at 400,000 pounds, it was—and still is—the largest flying boat in
history.
Capable of carrying 750 fully-equipped troops or one 35-ton M4 Sherman tank, the H-4
Hercules had a single hull and eight engines with 17-foot propellers. Featuring
cantilevered wing and tail surfaces as well as fixed wingtip floats, the entire surface
structure was composed of laminated wood. The control surfaces, except for the flaps,
were covered with fabric. The plane’s hull housed a flight deck for the pilot and crew, and
a massive cargo hold. Connecting the two areas was a circular stairway. Below the cargo
hold were the fuel bays separated by watertight bulkheads.
The idea for the plane came from Henry J. Kaiser, famed steel magnate and shipbuilder.
Kaiser teamed up with Hughes to build the giant aircraft but backed out when the project
dragged on too long. By 1944, the government’s needs had shifted from transport planes
to bombers. Hughes continued his efforts to develop the plane but was unable to deliver
the finished product until the war’s conclusion.
Since the government had spent $22 million to fund the effort, lawmakers summoned
Hughes to appear before a congressional committee to explain the hefty price tag to
taxpayers. Hughes emerged unscathed, winning the hearts and minds of the public by
pointing out that he had added $18 million of his own money and had done so out of
patriotic duty.
On November 2, 1947, Hughes took the plane for a test flight. He lifted off above
California’s Long Beach Harbor reaching a height of 70 feet and a cruise speed of 80
MPH for about a mile. The short hop was just enough to prove that Hughes’s flying boat
was indeed airworthy. Though he continued to maintain the plane in flight-ready condition
for the rest of his life, Hughes never flew the H-4 Hercules again. Today visitors can see
the plane where it is currently housed at the Evergreen Aviation Museum in McMinnville,

Oregon.

HUGHES H-4 HERCULES (SPRUCE
GOOSE)
by Seth Friedman

BODY

1
Start with 8”x8” paper. Valley fold in half diagonally twice, vertically once, and unfold.

2
Valley fold, aligning outer edges to center crease.

3
Valley fold at angle bisectors and unfold.

4
Inside reverse fold using existing creases.

5
Valley fold into thirds, unfolding only the top section.

6
Rabbit-ear fold, lowering the newly-formed flap to the right. Pre-crease as necessary.

7
Valley fold flap created from previous step to the left.

8
Mountain fold, aligning outer edges to center crease.

9
Mountain fold top section in half.

10
Mountain fold the corners, as indicated.

11
Inside reverse fold the top flap.

12
Repeat Step 11 on remaining two flaps.

13
Mountain fold along the length of the body while crimp folding the top section, adding dimension to the body. Position
the three flaps upright.

14
Lower the left and right flap. Keep the center flap upright.

The completed Hughes H-4 Hercules’s Body

WINGS

1
Valley fold in half, diagonally and horizontally, and unfold.

2
Valley fold, aligning all outer edges to center creases, and unfold.

3
Valley fold, aligning top edge with lower horizontal crease, and unfold.

4
Repeat Step 3 using three remaining outer edges.

5
Valley fold, aligning all outer edges with nearest existing creases, and unfold. Turn over.

6
Pleat fold both sides using existing creases for the mountain folds.

7
Pleat fold using existing creases.

8
Pleat fold using existing creases for the mountain folds.

9
Pleat fold four more times.

10
Unfold, reverting back to Step 8.

11
Turn over.

12
Valley fold top layer at angle bisectors and unfold.

13
Inside reverse fold using creases from previous step.

14
Open sink fold. Firmly re-crease existing crease if necessary.

15
Pleat fold.

16
Valley fold at angle bisectors of top layer and unfold.

17
Swivel fold, as indicated, and flatten.

18
Valley fold, aligning crease with underside edge.

19
Mountain fold using existing crease.

20
Repeat Steps 17–19 on opposite side.

21
Pleat fold using existing creases.

22
Pleat fold twice more using existing creases.

23
Detailed view of the left side to follow.

24
Reverse fold by aligning left edge to bottom edge and squash folding over onto it.

25
Repeat Step 24 on remaining two sections.

26
Valley fold the flap along its hinge.

27
Valley fold the remaining two flaps on respective hinges.

28
Spread squash fold.

29
Valley fold flap.

30
Valley fold adjacent flap.

31
Inside reverse fold.

32
Repeat Steps 30–31 on remaining two flaps.

33
Inside reverse fold final remaining flap.

34
Valley fold top flap as indicated.

35
Mountain fold, as indicated, and unfold.

36
Inside reverse fold using creases from previous step.

37
Valley fold, as indicated, narrowing the wing.

38
Raise the triangular flap upward, perpendicular to the wing.

The completed left side of the Hughes H-4 Hercules’s Wing

39
Repeat Steps 24–38 on opposite side.

40
Turn over.

The completed Hughes H-4 Hercules’s Wings

ASSEMBLY

Glue the Wings to the Body.

The completed Hughes H-4 Hercules (Spruce Goose)
Note: Glue as necessary to hold the model together.

CESSNA 150
“I AM GOING TO MAKE THIS THING FLY, DO YOU HEAR ME? I AM GOING TO MAKE THIS THING
FLY, AND THEN I’M GOING TO SET IT AFIRE AND I’LL NEVER HAVE ANOTHER THING TO DO WITH
AIRPLANES. AUTOMOBILES AND FARM MACHINERY—THAT’S WHAT I’M GOING TO STICK TO.”
—Clyde Cessna to his brother, Roy, after the fourteenth crash of the first plane he ever
built

The Cessna Aircraft Corporation, located in Wichita, Kansas, has come a long way since
its founder, Clyde Cessna, built his first airplane in 1911, then taught himself to fly it.
Cessna started his company sixteen years later, and despite a major setback during the
Great Depression, the company benefited and ultimately prevailed due to its strong
leadership and continued advancements in concepts and design.
In 1939, the company rolled out its Cessna T-50 Bobcat, a light twin-engine transport
plane. The aircraft had been designed and promoted by Dwayne Wallace, a major player in
the company. Meant for personal use, the plane could seat five people. A low-wing
cantilever monoplane, its wings and tail were made of wood. The fuselage was composed
of tubular steel and fabric-covered wood skinning. The plane also featured electrically
operated retractable landing gear and wing flaps. Though few people flew at the time, the
Bobcat was such a well-priced, practical airplane that the company was able to sell enough
of them to make a profit.
With the advent of World War II, the Cessna Company’s fortunes took a decided upturn.
There was a critical need for planes that could be used to help pilots convert from flying
single engine to twin-engine planes. The Bobcat fit the bill perfectly. The U.S. Army
ordered 33 Bobcats to start, and another 4,700 over the course of the war. Canada ordered
700 as well. Besides their role as trainers, the planes were also used to transport military
officers and supplies to battlefronts. After securing a hefty bank loan, the Cessna

Company was able to gear up sufficiently to meet the urgent demand.
The Cessna 140 jump-started the company’s post-war light plane business and was the
first small civilian plane to benefit from Cessna’s expanded wartime production methods.
It also set the stage for the strut-braced, single-engine line of Cessnas known the world
over for their outstanding durability. Unlike earlier planes that were of a hand-built tube
and fabric construction, the all-metal Cessna 140s were mass-produced using tools and
dies.
In 1957, the corporation introduced the jewel in their crown—the Cessna 150. The twoseater became—and remains to this day—the most popular civilian plane ever designed
for personal use. Building on the 140’s framework, the designers made changes to the 150
model, replacing the conventional tailwheel landing gear with the easier-to-operate
tricycle version, and switching out the rounded wing tips for a squared off, modern look.
In addition, the narrow, hinged wing flaps were replaced with larger, more efficient
Fowlers. Unlike conventional flaps, Fowler flaps slide out from under the wing on tracks
—a feature that widens the wing area for more lift.
The Cessna 150 was advertised as the “world’s premier trainer.” Unlike its predecessors,
the plane featured side-by-side seating, an improvement that aided greatly in pilot
instruction. Besides the trainer, other versions included the Standard, the Commuter, and
the Patroller, used for utility work, such as pipeline inspections. The Cessna 150 has been
used for touring and aerobatic stunt performances as well. Safe, easy to maintain, and
known for their maneuverability, the Cessna 150 is the fifth most produced civilian plane
ever. A total of 22,138 Cessna 150s were built in the United States.
In 1962 and 1963, Cessna built the 150B and 150C models, respectively. More lightweight
than the 150 model and with a more aerodynamic rear frame, these planes climbed faster
and higher than any other model in their year and class. They could also be operated on
even the shortest runways.
Cessna built over a dozen variations of the classic 150 with the 150M being the final
model. The company has since released several successors to the 150 franchise with the
latest being the Cessna 162 Skycatcher that began production in 2009. With the company’s
two-seat personal use aircraft line remaining enormously popular, it’s easy to say the
Cessna Corporation has become the most successful general aviation company of all time.

CESSNA 150
by Jason Ku

BODY

1
Start with 8.5”x8.5” paper. Valley fold in half and unfold.
Orient pattern face up as shown.

2
Align bottom edge with center crease, create pinch mark at the center, and unfold.
Note: Do not crease the entire length of the fold.

3
Valley fold, aligning edge to pinch mark, and unfold.

4
Align top edge with existing crease, create pinch mark, and unfold.
Note: Do not crease the entire length of the fold.

5
Valley fold, aligning edge with pinch mark from previous step, and unfold.

6
Turn over.

7
Valley fold, aligning outer edges to center crease.

8
Valley fold at angle bisectors and unfold.

9
Inside reverse fold using creases from previous step.

10
Valley fold outer edges to center crease and unfold.

11
Valley fold outer edges to creases from previous step and unfold.

12
Double open sink fold, in both directions, using creases from previous two steps.

13
Detailed view to follow.

14
Valley fold the flap along its hinge while spread squashing the raised section.

15
Valley fold, aligning inner edge with outer edge.

16
Close sink fold the top layer using existing creases.

17
Valley fold as indicated.

18
Valley fold as indicated.

19
Repeat Steps 14–18 on opposite side.

20
Expected results.

21
Turn over.

22
Repeat Steps 14–16 on both sides.

23
Valley fold, aligning with creases from Step 17.

24
Valley fold, aligning with creases from Step 18.

25
Valley fold, aligning perpendicular creases, and unfold.

26
Rabbit-ear fold using creases from previous step.

27
Valley fold along existing edges and unfold.

28
Valley fold in half. Rotate.

29
Detailed view to follow.

30
Lift edge and squash fold.

31
Valley fold flap along its hinge.

32
Valley fold, aligning crease to bottom edge, and unfold.

33
Open and squash fold the top layer to right while shifting the attached portion down …
Note: The model will not lie flat.

34
… and collapse by creating lower valley fold crease.

35
Valley fold, as indicated, and unfold.

36
Mountain fold using crease from previous step.

37
Valley fold along existing edge and unfold.

38
Reverse fold using creases from previous step.

39
Valley fold, aligning edges.

40
Valley fold along existing edge.

41
Valley fold downward.

42
Unfold crease from Step 40 downward.

43
Repeat Steps 30–42 on opposite side.

44
Expected results.

45
Pull layers apart and rotate slightly.

46
Valley fold the top flap along existing crease and unfold. Repeat on opposite side.

47
Open by lowering both exterior flaps. Rotate.

48
Pull layers apart, spreading inner layers.

49
Mountain fold along existing creases firmly.

50
Valley fold along existing crease until the bottom portion stands upright.

51
Rotate. View from below.

52
Pleat fold while rotating attached layers.

53
Valley fold flap along existing crease.

54
Pleat fold while rotating attached layers.

55
Valley fold flap along existing crease.

56
Tuck one flap into the other.

57
Valley fold flap to the opposite side.

58
Perspective view to follow.

59
Close sink fold the bottom on both sides.
Note: Existing creases under the rear of the plane will allow the back to taper.

60
Mountain fold the front edge inside the model.

61
Lower the top edges downward along existing creases.

62
Lower exterior flaps downward along existing creases.

The completed Cessna 150’s Body

WINGS

1
Start with 8.5”x8.5” paper. Valley fold in half and unfold.

2
Valley fold, aligning lower edge to center crease.

3
Valley fold, aligning edges.

4
Turn over.

5
Valley fold, aligning lower edge to existing crease, and unfold.

6
Valley fold, aligning top edge to crease from previous step, and unfold.

7
Valley fold top layer at angle bisectors and unfold.

8
Inside reverse fold using existing creases.

9
Valley fold downward along existing edge.

10
Valley fold upward along existing edge.

11
Unfold, reverting back to Step 9.

12
Valley fold, as indicated, and unfold.

13
Valley fold, aligning edges of top layer to creases from previous step and unfold.

14
Valley fold the long edge upward while squash folding the sides.

15
Valley fold the top flap downward.

16
Inside reverse fold using existing creases.

17
Double open sink fold, in both directions, using existing creases.

18
Unfold the lowest layer.

19
Valley fold, aligning outer edges to nearest existing creases, and unfold.

20
Mountain fold the edge back down.

21
Valley fold flap along its hinge.

22
Valley fold all layers at a slight angle.

23
Valley fold flap, reverting back to its previous position.

24
Repeat Steps 21–23 on opposite side.

25
Valley fold, aligning edges, and unfold.

26
Mountain fold, aligning existing perpendicular creases, and unfold.

27
Valley fold, aligning edge to existing crease, and unfold.

28
Establish the diagonal valley fold creases and raise the two flaps while lifting the top layer, making the model threedimensional.

29
Collapse using existing creases. This section will not lay flat.

30
Rotate.

31
Tuck one flap into the other.

32
Unfold, reverting back to Step 31 in preparation of assembly.

The completed Cessna 150’s Wings

LANDING GEAR

1
Start with 4.25”x4.25” paper. Valley fold and unfold, twice.

2
Valley fold and unfold, twice.

3
Valley fold three tips toward center and unfold. Mountain fold remaining tip behind paper.

4
Valley fold, aligning tips to existing creases, and unfold.

5
Valley fold, aligning outer edges to intersecting existing creases, and unfold.

6
Valley fold, aligning existing creases, and unfold.

7
Rabbit-ear fold each of the three tips using existing creases.

8
Mountain fold along existing creases.

9
Mountain fold in half, allowing the opposing rabbit ears to flip out. Rotate.

10
Valley fold in half while unfolding the remaining rabbit ear.

11
Valley fold, aligning the edges, while crimp folding the left side. Repeat on opposite side.

12
Valley fold the flaps on both sides toward the left while squash folding the inside layers.

13
Open and squash fold on both sides.

14
Valley fold both exterior flaps along respective hinges.

15
Open and squash fold behind.

16
Pleat fold. Repeat on opposite side.

17
Crimp fold, establishing symmetry.

18
Inside reverse fold on both sides, rounding the wheel.

19
Repeat Step 18 on opposite side.

The completed Cessna 150’s Landing Gear

HOOD

1
Start with 2.125”x2.125” paper. Fold in half, create pinch mark at the top edge, and unfold.
Note: Do not crease the entire length of the fold.

2
Fold in half, create pinch marks at the edges, and unfold.
Note: Do not crease the entire length of the fold.

3
Valley fold, aligning the top edge to the pinch marks.

4
Valley fold, aligning the outer edges to the pinch mark created in Step 1.

5
Open the model, making it three-dimensional.

The completed Cessna 150’s Hood

ASSEMBLY

1
Insert the Hood between the layers of the Body.

2
Tuck the Landing Gears between layers on either side of the Body.

3
Wrap the Wings around the Body and over the Hood.

4
Tuck one flap of the Wing into the other, as required in Step 31 of the Wing instructions.

The completed Cessna 150
Note: Glue as necessary to hold the model together.

BOEING 707
“THE ENGINE IS THE HEART OF AN AIRPLANE, BUT THE PILOT IS ITS SOUL.”
—Sir Walter Alexander Raleigh (1861–1922), RAF Historian

The number of planes produced during World War II was a staggering 98,965. Of those,
the Boeing Airplane Company was responsible for manufacturing nearly twenty-eight
percent of them. The knowledge gleaned from that monumental effort resulted in major
advances in aeronautics—advances that would ultimately lead to the development of
America’s first commercial jet plane.
Boeing’s designers had thought about jet-power as early as 1943. They soon discovered,
through wind-tunnel tests, that existing wing designs were a hindrance to the immense
power that jet engines could generate. Although many modifications were devised, none
of Boeing’s designs came close to rivaling Germany’s newest fighter plane—the jetpowered Messerschmitt Me 262.
Eager for ideas, Boeing sent its best engineer, George Schairer, on a fact-finding mission
to Germany. While touring a captured aeronautics lab, he came upon a cache of
mathematical formulae and blueprints that held the answers he’d been seeking. As he
studied them, he found that the solution to the wing problem lay in changing the angle.
Straight wings created too much drag, but sweeping them back allowed the jets’ engines to
reach their full potential. These principles were tested in Boeing’s own wind tunnel. In
1947, after incorporating new aerodynamic and structural changes to the jet’s overall
design, Boeing rolled out the B-47, America’s first swept-wing multi-engine bomber.
Once airborne, the graceful new jet set records for speed and distance. Blazing a trail
across the United States at a speed of 609.8 miles per hour, this super-charged fighter

plane proved it could make it from coast to coast in under four hours. Astonished by the
speed, executives at Pan Am approached Boeing to see if the fighter plane could be
adapted for commercial use.
Boeing’s president, William Allen, was eager to try. Taking a huge risk, Allen sank the
company’s own funds into developing a prototype—the 707 model that they nicknamed
the “Dash 80.” On July 15th, 1954, the first Boeing 707 lifted off from Seattle’s Renton
Field. With this historical flight, America had entered the Jet Age. Powered by four Pratt
& Whitney JT3 turbojets mounted beneath the wings, the Dash 80 was to set the standard
for all jetliners to come.
The Dash 80 endured numerous structural and aerodynamic changes over the years.
Experimenting with engine sound suppressors, rigs to cause in-flight icing conditions, and
different types of wing flaps and landing gear, Boeing engineers continued to explore
ways to fine tune the aircraft to provide maximum safety and optimum maintenance
procedures. By the time the plane was ready for its inaugural flight in 1957, all the kinks
had been successfully addressed.
On August 15th, 1958, Pan Am acquired America’s first commercial jet airliner, a Boeing
707-120. Pan Am set the date of its inaugural flight for October 26th, 1958. On that day,
the airline would make history by providing the first daily transatlantic jet service from
New York to Paris. The flight was heralded with unprecedented attention. Both Pan Am
and Boeing had blitzed the airwaves and print media with ad campaigns touting the
comfort, speed, and ease of jet travel. Competitors that featured propeller planes were
filled with apprehension when they discovered that Pan Am planned to keep the fare at the
same price it charged for its own prop planes—$505 for first class and $272 for economy.
Before the plane left Idlewild Airport (now JFK International), passengers attended a
formal gala at the airport’s Golden Door Restaurant. At 7:00 p.m., flight attendants led the
passengers to the plane, made sleeker still in the gleam of floodlights. Before boarding,
Pan Am President Juan Trippe addressed the gathering with a prepared speech, actress
Greer Garson performed the ribbon-cutting ceremony, and then to the sound of popping
flashbulbs and a John Philip Sousa march—courtesy of the 42nd Army Infantry Band—all
111 passengers and twelve crew members boarded Flight 114. Nine hours later, the jet
landed at Le Bourget Airport in Paris. As the passengers deplaned, they were again
greeted by a brass band to commemorate the occasion.
Since then, Boeing has developed a full fleet of commercial jetliners, each model custom
made to suit the requirements of specific air routes.

BOEING 707
by Daniel Robinson

1
Start with 9”x9” paper. Valley fold and unfold, twice.

2
Valley fold outer edges toward center crease and unfold.

3
Valley fold the entire length diagonally and unfold. Valley fold smaller section, as indicated, and unfold.

4
Valley fold at angle bisectors and unfold.

5
Valley fold to crease indicated from previous step.

6
Mountain fold in half.

7
Mountain fold along existing crease.

8
Valley fold both sections in half, creasing firmly, and unfold.

9
Valley fold top and bottom edges to the same existing crease and unfold.

10
Valley fold top and bottom edges to the lowest existing crease and unfold.

11
Valley fold in half and unfold.

12
Valley fold, aligning top edge to the topmost crease and unfold. Then unfold entire model.

13
Valley fold, extending existing creases, and unfold.
Note: Pay particular attention to orientation before proceeding.

14
Rabbit-ear fold using existing creases.

15
Turn over.

16
Rabbit-ear fold using existing creases.

17
Turn over.

18
Repeat Steps 14–17 twice more, resulting in four more rabbit-ear folds.

19
Valley fold along existing crease and unfold. Open the pleated section on the left side.

20
Mountain fold along existing crease while squash folding final accordion-like section.

21
Repeat Step 20 on opposite side. Turn over.

22
Rabbit-ear fold the corners, similar to steps 14–18, until no more paper remains.

23
Valley fold, creasing firmly, and unfold. Open the model for the following complex fold.

24
Mountain fold along crease from previous step and then reverse fold the creases in the shaded area to collapse the model.
Work from the outside, inward.

25
Open the opposite end of the model.

26
Valley fold using existing crease.
Note: The model will not lie flat for Steps 26–27.

27
Pinch the paper to establish mountain fold creases and re-collapse the top, pleated section of the model.

28
Collapse the lower left side along existing creases while pulling the top edge downward. Distribute the layers so that the
triangular sections wrap around both sides of the model, allowing the model to flatten.

29
Open the tail and view from above.
Note: The model will not lie flat for Steps 29–32.

30
Valley fold and unfold.

31
Outside reverse fold using creases from previous step.

32
Mountain fold. Rotate.

33
Valley fold, as indicated, and unfold.

34
Inside reverse fold the top flap. Distribute the layers as shown.

35
Open one of the interior flaps, then reverse fold into the pocket.

36
Step 35 in progress. View from below.

37
Flatten the tail. Detailed view of the wings to follow.

38
Open and squash fold.

39
Valley fold flap along its hinge.

40
Valley fold the top layer and unfold.

41
Open and squash fold the top layer to the left while shifting the attached portion down …
Note: The model will not lie flat.

42
… and collapse by creating valley fold crease.

43
Open and squash fold.

44
Release trapped paper.

45
Curl the flaps, giving shape to the engines. Repeat Steps 38–45 on opposite side.

46
Lower the wings down at a roughly 60-degree angle. The nose of the plane will pivot upward naturally.

47
Unfold, reverting back to Step 46.

48
Lift the top layer, including the tail section, upward, establishing crease between two reference points.

49
Valley fold the crease from Step 46 without flattening the upper edge.

50
Squash fold, flattening the model, ensuring that the mountain crease lies along the 60-degree angle.

51
Crimp fold to realign plane.

52
Inside reverse fold, giving shape to the nose of the plane.

53
Sink fold the lower edge while shaping the top. Raise the wings and tail of the plane.

The completed Boeing 707
Note: Glue as necessary to hold the model together.

DE HAVILLAND SEA VIXEN
“AND LIKE NO OTHER SCULPTURE IN THE HISTORY OF ART, THE DEAD ENGINE AND DEAD
AIRFRAME COME TO LIFE AT THE TOUCH OF A HUMAN HAND, AND JOIN THEIR LIFE WITH THE
PILOT’S OWN.”
—Richard Bach, A Gift Of Wings

First designed by the de Havilland Aircraft Company, the de Havilland Sea Vixen was
later called the Hawker Siddeley Sea Vixen following the merger of the de Havilland
Company with the Hawker Siddelely Group in 1960. The Sea Vixen was an all-weather,
two-seat, twin-engine, and twin-boomed fighter jet. Its first flight was in 1959 after which
it was integrated into Britain’s Royal Naval Fleet Air Arm and remained in service until
1972.
The layout of the fighter jet featured a boom attached to each wing that extended
backward and attached to either side of the tail wing. This construction allowed for an
unobstructed rear view, and also for an engine to be attached at the rear of the short
fuselage.
The British swept-wing Sea Vixen is the first British fighter jet that did not carry machines
guns. It was armed instead with bombs, rockets, and missiles. They included four
Firestreak air-to-air missiles, two Microcell unguided two-inch rocket packs, and four

500-pound bombs. Powered by two Rolls-Royce Avon 208 turbojet engines, this
supersonic weapon of mass destruction had a top speed of 690 miles per hour. It would be
hard to conjure a more intimidating fighter plane.
The crew of the Sea Vixen consisted of a pilot and a navigator—or “observer,” as he
would be called in England. The cockpit had an unusual configuration, with the pilot
being offset to the left, and the observer lowered entirely within the fuselage on the right.
The observer’s space was so cramped and dark that it was routinely referred to as the “coal
hole.” Access was possible through a flush-fitted top hatch.
On missions, the pilot flew the plane while the observer pinpointed the enemy using two
radar screens, and directed the pilot to help intercept targets. The radar, however, was
nearly blind to targets underneath the plane, so the Sea Vixen had to fly below its intended
target for the radar to perform effectively.
Things could get a bit chaotic during dive attacks because the engines were so noisy.
Although the observer usually shouted one direction after another above the racket,
sometimes the most effective way for him to tell the pilot to pull out of a dive in time was
to poke him with a pointy object—easy to accomplish since they were operating in such
close quarters.
Although Sea Vixens were never deployed in a declared war, they did participate in a
number of military operations. In 1964, flying off the carrier HMS Centaur, they provided
cover for British Royal Marines landing by helicopter in Africa. That same year, the
fighter jets launched air strikes in the Persian Gulf aimed at rebel forces in Yemen, and
were sent to the waters off the Indonesian coast to prevent an escalation of hostilities
between Indonesia and Malaysia. In 1967, they were again deployed in the Persian Gulf to
provide cover for British forces pulling out of Yemen.
In 1968, six Sea Vixen fighter pilots formed an aerobatic display team in the town of
Yeovilton, the town in England where their carrier was based. The men called themselves
“Simon’s Sircus” after their lieutenant commander, Simon Idiens. They even had a lion
cub mascot that they also named Simon. To the delight and awe of spectators in
surrounding towns, the impressive group would perform steep turns, dives, loops, and
barrel rolls in quick succession, and then regroup into “arrow,” “spearhead,” and “bomb
burst” formations. Although theirs was widely considered the most spectacular airshow of
their time, they disbanded after only one season.
These jets were super responsive machines, and pilots loved to fly them. Today, just one
Sea Vixen is still airworthy. Owned by de Havilland Aviation, the plane can be seen at the
company’s hangar in Bournemouth Airport in Dorset, England, or at air shows in the
United Kingdom.

DE HAVILLAND SEA VIXEN
by Daniel Robinson

1
Start with 9”x9” paper. Valley fold and unfold, twice.

2
Align top and bottom edges with center crease, create pinch marks at the outer edges, and unfold.
Note: Do not crease the entire length of the folds.

3
Valley fold, aligning the edges to the pinch marks, and unfold only the top crease.

4
Turn over, keeping folded edge at the bottom.

5
Valley fold in half.

6
Valley fold top layer at angle bisectors and unfold. Do not fold the small layer behind.

7
Inside reverse fold using existing creases.

8
Lower the underside layer.

9
Valley fold section in half.

10
Turn over.

11
Valley fold top flaps at angle bisectors.

12
Valley fold top flaps at angle bisectors and unfold.

13
Squash fold each side, similar to a petal fold, using creases from previous step.

14
Valley fold sections in half, creasing firmly, and unfold.

15
Open sink fold using creases from previous step.

16
Turn over.

17
Valley fold upward along existing crease line.

18
Fold sections in half, create pinch marks near vertical center crease, and unfold.
Note: Do not crease the entire length of the folds.

19
Valley fold as indicated.

20
Unfold layers of the wing section.

21
Valley fold along the existing crease …

22
… and valley fold once more along additional existing crease.

23
Valley fold along long existing crease, closing the portion of the wing.

24
Repeat Steps 19–23 on opposite wing.

25
Valley fold the long flaps outward while swivel folding the top section.

26
Valley fold the wings downward.

27
Mountain fold the long flap behind the model at an angle slightly wider than 45 degrees.

28
Repeat Step 27 on opposite side.

29
Unfold, reverting back to Step 27.

30
Valley fold, as indicated, and unfold. Turn over.

31
Valley fold along edges of the long flaps and unfold.

32
Pleat fold both sides, tucking under the long flaps.

33
Turn over.

34
Valley fold, aligning bottom edges to existing creases, and unfold.

35
Valley fold at angle bisectors, aligning top edge with center crease.

36
Pleat fold the long flaps outward while swivel folding the top section.

37
Detailed view to follow.

38
Swivel fold, narrowing the sections indicated.

39
Outside reverse fold along existing creases. Distribute three layers on top and two on the bottom.

40
Mountain fold through all layers so that the tail flaps stand upright.

41
Fold each flap toward the other, tucking one into the other.

42
One flap can be inserted between the layers of the other, locking it in place.

43
Create indicated creases, adding dimension to the tail and body.

The completed De Havilland Sea Vixen

CONCORDE
“IT’LL CHANGE THE SHAPE OF THE WORLD, IT’LL SHRINK THE GLOBE BY HALF. WE’RE TRYING
TO BUILD THE MODEL T FORD OF THE SUPERSONICS FOR THE 1970S AND 1980S. IT REPLACES
IN ONE STEP THE ENTIRE PROGRESS MADE IN AVIATION SINCE THE WRIGHT BROTHERS IN
1903.”
—Tony Benn, England’s technology minister, on the Concorde

There could be no better name for the Supersonic Transport (SST) plane than Concorde—
embodying in one elegant word the jet’s entire backstory. Concorde is the French word for
“concord,” or “agreement.” Indeed before this plane could be built, a number of
agreements had to be made—geo-political concerns, developmental and operational costs,
issues of structure and design, even its very name.
In the years following World War II, when it came to commercial airlines, the United
States led the pack. By the late 1960s, there was considerable sentiment abroad that it was
time for European nations to catch up. Since it was a well-known fact that commercial
aviation owed its development to advances in military technology, there came a push in
England and France to gain an aeronautic advantage by initiating the next step in aviation
technology—adapting supersonic military planes for civilian use. It was assumed that in
the near future, all air travel would be by supersonic transport, and that passengers would
not balk at the higher price in exchange for speed.
In England, a supersonic transport aircraft committee (STAC) was formed to establish the
cost of development. Significantly, the four largest players in the British aircraft industry
agreed to collaborate—should the project go forward—and to provide STAC with an
estimate. The price they arrived at was 150 million pounds (about 255 million U.S.
dollars). This staggering cost was met with negativity by the British cabinet, since much
of the funding would come from the government. It was agreed that partnering with
another country would be the best way to cover costs.
The strongest interest came from France. Even with France’s participation, however, a
number of British cabinet members still felt that the cost was prohibitive. Just as the
Cabinet was poised to reject the proposal, timing worked to the advantage of the

supersonic transport’s proponents. In the early 1960s, Great Britain was pressing to enter
the Common Market, but only one country stood in its way; France had repeatedly voted
against admitting Great Britain into the union. It was subsequently negotiated that the
decision to partner with France on the SST would be contingent on England’s acceptance
into the Common Market. So instead of a commercial agreement, both sides ended up
signing an international treaty in 1962 to collaborate on the plane.
There had been initial objection to the French name “Concorde” in the UK—Britain
preferred to spell it without the “e.” When Tony Benn, the British Minister of Technology,
stated that the “e” stood for “Excellence, England, and Europe,” the furor died down.
Since the nose of the plane had been built in Scotland, he further added that “e” also stood
for “Écosse,” the French name for Scotland.
Issues of design were settled through years of successful collaboration between French
and British designers. It was universally accepted that for fighter planes, the swept-wing
design worked best at supersonic speeds. But those same short, swept back wings did not
create enough lift at the low speeds a passenger plane would require for takeoff. After
considerable research, a different wing style was proposed—the “slender delta concept”
named for the Greek letter shaped like a triangle. The only drawback with this design was
that to generate sufficient lift, delta wings required that the plane take off and land “nose
high.” The solution was to make the landing gear taller to achieve the proper pitch while
still on the runway, keeping the rear engine from touching the ground. Because of the
steep angle needed for takeoff, the tip of Concorde’s nose was made to tilt downward on
takeoff and landing so as not to block the pilot’s view. It was raised again in flight.
Concorde measured 204 feet, a length that would increase by 6 to 10 inches during the
flight, due to the heating of the airframe. To counteract this, a special heat-dissipating
paint was applied to the fuselage.
Concorde withstood 5,000 hours of testing before it was deemed safe for passengers. Its
performance exceeded the designers’ highest expectations, reducing the time for a
transatlantic flight by more than half. Flying at twice the speed of sound, Concorde had a
takeoff speed of 250 miles per hour, and a cruising speed of 1,350 miles per hour. To
celebrate their historic collaboration, Concorde’s inaugural flights took off simultaneously
from London to Bahrain, and from Paris to Rio de Janeiro on January 21, 1976. Each
carried 100 passengers. Concorde continued to fly for 27 years.
Due to a steep rise in oil prices, a general downturn in the global economy, and
environmental concerns—not the least of which was the excessive noise from its engines
—Air France and British Airways made the painful decision to retire Concorde in 2003.
Since then, no other commercial airplane has come close to rivaling its speed or breathtaking design.

CONCORDE
by Marc Kirschenbaum

1
Start with 8”x8” paper. Valley fold in half and unfold.

2
Valley fold at angle bisectors.

3
Turn over.

4
Valley fold in half and unfold.

5
Valley fold, aligning lower edge to existing horizontal crease.

6
Unfold.

7
Repeat Steps 5–6 on opposite side.

8
Mountain fold, using the ends of existing creases as a guide.

9
Rabbit-ear fold the lower portion while mountain folding in half, allowing the lower tip to flip outward.

10
Open the top layer and squash fold the left side while valley folding the section on the right downward.

11
Release paper from underneath, overlapping it along existing creases onto the top of the model.

12
Valley fold at edge of newly raised section and unfold.

13
Repeat Steps 10–12 on opposite side.

14
Lower the wings along existing valley fold creases. Create mountain folds to round the body, allowing the end to taper
off.

15
Crimp fold both sides of the nose of the plane, lowering the section. Rotate.
Note: For the adventurous, the crimp folds can be sink folded to lock the model together.

The completed Concorde
Note: Glue as necessary to hold the model together.

ABOUT THE ARTISTS
SETH FRIEDMAN began folding origami as a child. Growing up largely unaware of the dramatic and rapid
evolution in the world of origami at the time, he emerged as one of the leading experts in technical, sculptural origami
emphasizing realism and producing breathtaking models inspired by nature. He has taught and exhibited his work
internationally.
MARC KIRSCHENBAUM is a highly regarded origami artist. His work has been exhibited in many

prestigious museums and institutions, including the American Museum of Natural History, The Smithsonian, and the
Mingei International Museum. His work can be found in numerous books and periodicals. He is currently on
OrigamiUSA’s Board of Directors.

JASON KU holds a Master’s Degree in Mechanical Engineering from MIT where he served as the president of its

origami club, OrigaMIT, for seven years. He began folding when he was five years old, and has been designing models
since high school. Ku has traveled internationally to teach and exhibit origami. He is on OrigamiUSA’s Board of
Directors, as well as the chair and managing editor of its online magazine, The Fold.

DANIEL ROBINSON is an industrial designer who has been folding for over 25 years. His work has been

published numerous times around the world. He is heavily influenced by nature, balancing physical features with a
subject’s essence. Ensuring that the models he designs are fun to fold is equally important to him.

